
State Constitutions – Manner and Form 
 Manner and Form – “a condition and … requirement which existing legislation imposed upon 

the process of lawmaking.” Trethowan per Rich J 

 Though State Parliaments enjoy residual plenary power (s2(1) Australia Act; ss 15, 16 Vic 
Constitution; Union Steamship) they cannot ordinarily bind successive parliaments, or this 
would undermine Dicey’s constitutional pillar of parliamentary sovereignty (Union 
Steamship).  

 This is subject to the ability of Parliaments to bind successors by way of restricting 
procedures (McCawley) 

 [LAW] may constitute a valid restrictive procedure under s 6 of Australia Act (which replaced 
s 5 of Colonial Laws Validity Act.) 

 Restrictive procedures = more onerous than standard (simple majority in each house + 
assent of Crown) 

 E.g. Absolute majority – every member of Parliament must be present to have 
majority. 

 Special majority – s18 Constitution Act 1975 (Vic) 

 Form requirements 
 
Is [L1] double entrenched and mandatory? 
In order to be valid, a MAF provision must itself be entrenched, or else the MAF provision can be 
repealed by the normal procedure. Trethowan 

 Look for self-referential language (e.g. s7A(6) in Trethowan: “requirement that QLD LC 
cannot be abolished except by referendum itself may not be altered except by referendum.”  

 Must also be mandatory (e.g. s7A(1-5) in Trethowan – Legislative Council cannot be 
abolished. 

 Upon the facts: 

 The restrictive procedure (RP) applies to both [SUBJECT MATTER] and [PROVISION] 
itself and thus satisfies the McCawley test. 
 

Is [L1] a permissible MF restriction?  
In line with Parliamentary sovereignty, earlier parliaments cannot impose manner and form 
provisions which are so onerous and amount to curtailment of future parliaments’ law-making ability 
(King CJ in Westlakes) 

 Onerous requirement depends on how important the law is – King CJ in Westlakes 

 Onerous requirement depends on how important the law is – King CJ in Westlakes 

 Referendum to get rid of upper house of Parliament not too onerous. However, a 
referendum to change an act about dog ownership would be too onerous. 

 Upon the facts, [FIRST LAW] is/is not a permissible MAF restriction as it requires… 
 

MAF provision Status 

Absolute majority  Absolute majority of both Houses not too onerous (Marquet) 

 In Marquet, L1 = Electoral Distribution Act 1947, s 13 – ‘any bill to 
amend this Act’ must be passed by absolute majority of both 
houses of state Parliament 

 WA Parliament attempted to repeal L1 

 Existence of electoral boundaries are essential to elections of 
Parliament 

 ‘Amend’ was read broadly to include ‘repeal’  

Referenda  In Trethowan, referenda was valid 



 Simple referendum (50% +1) permissible because they seek 
approval from the people directly -  

 Dissent from McTiernan J – a referendum is an external 
body and such a requirement deprives Parliament of 
power and therefore is not valid 

 Cf: Re Initiative and Referendum Act: citizen-initiated referendums 
- attempted to allow citizen initiated referendums, Privy Council 
said it was invalid, cannot give law making power to a body that is 
beyond the Constitutional framework 

 Followed by Westlakes and Comalco cases 

Special majority   2/3 majority not too onerous (Ranasinghe; Harris) 

 Entrenching of Constitution is of fundamental importance (Harris) 

 A special majority may be too onerous where no Parliament could 
secure those majorities and thus is a substantial fetter on alter 
Parliaments, depriving them of the power to legislate 

 If L1 is on a fundamental topic of importance, it is less likely that a 
high special majority will amount to a substantial fetter 

Consent from 
extra-
parliamentary body 

 Prima facie invalid as it offends Parliamentary Sovereignty and 
amounts to an abdication of power  

 However, may be valid if extra-Parliamentary body is 
representative (so that legislature maintains its representative 
character) (King CJ in Westlakes) 

 Consent from a corporation/companies is invalid (Westlakes) 

 
Is [L2] regarding constitution, powers or procedures (CPP) of Parliament? 
For [first law] to be enforceable and restrict [second law], [second law] must relate to the CPP of 
Parliament – Dixon J in Trethowan citing s5 CLVA 

 Constitution:  

 'constitution enables the legislature to deal with its own nature and composition’ 
(Trethowan per Dixon J)  

 Look to any “features that give Parliament and its houses its representative 
character” such as changing electorate in Marquet 

 Abolition of house of Parliament in Queensland (Taylor; Trethowan)  

 Change in number of members 

 Law that effects electoral process, electoral boundaries (Marquet) 

 Note: not every law regarding election of Pmt will be concerning C of Pmt – it must 
deal with the representative character of the Houses (e.g. in Marquet, the whole 
point of L2s was to improve the representative character of Houses – one vote one 
value). 

 Powers  

 ‘powers ... mean that it might deal with its own legislative authority’ (Trethowan per 
Dixon J) 

 Does [2nd law] seek to restrict or expand law making capacity?  

 ‘powers ... mean that it might deal with its own legislative authority’ (Dixon J) 

 Note: powers could also be interpreted broadly to mean “things which Parliament 
have power over”, making any law a CPP of Parliament, but this is unlikely to be 
accepted (Twomey). 

 “Power” enables leg to impose Const restraints on its own authority, or to limit its 
power with respect to some subject matter (e.g. law prescribing a RP or alternative 
procedure); 



 Procedures  

 ‘procedure enables it to prescribe rules which have the force of law for its own 
conduct’ (Trethowan per Dixon J) 

 A law that regulates the internal procedures of Parl – Trethowan 

 A law that regulates the internal procedures of Parliament (Trethowan) 

 Rules about question time, law impacting on Parliamentary privilege 
Conclude 

 Ultimately, the [L1] constitutes a valid MAF restriction per s6AA. Therefore, Parl will be 
bound by that restriction.  

 L2 does concern the CPP of Parliament, therefore the restrictive procedure must be 
followed. A failure to comply with the RP means L2 is of no force or effect 

 If L2 does NOT concern the CPP of Pmt, the RP does not have to be followed, so L2 is valid. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


